
   Games for 5 and Up

 Cardline Animals
by BOMBYX

ISBN: 3558380018056
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

What is your guess? Does the giraffe weigh more than the walrus?
Players will challenge themselves and their friends in testing their logic and memory skills while trying to place in order either the size, weight or lifespan of
the animals. With each card played the game gains in complexity and is guaranteed to teach something new to all. The winner is determined by the first
player to successfully place all of their cards during a round.
Ages: 7 and up
Players: 2 to 8
Play Time: 15 minutes

 Cauldron Quest Board Game
by PEACEABLE KINGDOM

ISBN: 643356054831
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $27.00

The evil Wizard has cast a spell to destroy the kingdom! You have the power to create a potion to break the spell, but you must work together. Your quest is
to find the three correct ingredients hidden under the potion bottles and move them up the paths and into the Cauldron before the Wizard blocks all of the
paths. If you do not get all three potion bottles with correct ingredients to the Cauldron before the paths are blocked, the Wizard triumphs and the kingdom is
destroyed.
Cauldron Quest is a game where everyone plays together, no one is left out, and everyone has fun! Traditional games tend to have one winner and one (or
many) losers! In a cooperative game, the players work as a team against a common obstacle, not against each other.
Ages: 6 and up 
Players: 2-4
Play Time: 20 Minutes

 The Hare and the Tortoise
by IELLO

ISBN: 3760175511592
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Iello
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $28.00

The tortoise accepted the hare’s demand for a rematch, and the news spread throughout the country. The great race was about to commence, and all the
participants were finally ready for this big showdown. Who, among the hare, the tortoise, the wolf, the lamb, and the fox, will be celebrated as the fastest
runner in the woods? Bet on a good animal, and don’t forget: Nothing is served by running; you must leave on time!
Ages: 7 and up
Players: 2-5
Play Time: 20 minutes
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 Kaboom

by BLUE ORANGE GAMES

ISBN: 803979027005
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 2016-06-01
Pages: 
Price: $36.00

Enter a war of destructive construction where builders erect teetering towers that saboteurs try to smash with their demolishing dice! As the Master Builder,
you must assemble your tower against the chaotic onslaught of catapults to try to get the most points. But come next round, you’ll be the saboteur behind the
catapult creating catastrophe for your opponent builder. Will you build multiple towers against your enemies? Or will you try for the grand prize and master
the Mega Tower? All ages will love this challenge of speed and precision mingled with some great destructive fun!
Ages: 6 and up
Players: 2-5
Play Time: 20 minutes

 Magic Labyrinth
by LION RAMPANT

ISBN: 4001504871369
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $35.50

The little magician apprentices have lost some objects in the magic maze. Now they try to collect them before the Master notices anything. However, in the
maze the little magicians always bump against invisible walls. So they have to make their way through the maze by means of a good memory and lots of
skill.You have to move a character through the board but you're trying to do so with a labyrinth below the first board. The character is joined with a magnetic
ball so if you hit a wall the ball drops and you have to start again.
Ages: 6 and up
Players: 2 to 4
Play Time: 20-30 minutes
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 Spectracube

by FUNNYBONE TOYS

ISBN: 858170003433
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

Spectracube offers SIX different games, using a set of primary and a set of secondary color cubes.
SPECTACULAR SHUFFLE
Roll primary and secondary Spectracubes to create the highest scoring spectrum straights, pairs and 3 of a kind! Do you take the risk to roll again?
GREEDY GRAB
Be the quickest player to roll colors that match the center cubes and grab them! Roll again before other players and grab what’s left!
YOU SCORE!
There are so many ways to score in this game that you may think you’re way ahead of the competition! But watch out—a few quick rolls, and your
competition could catch up!
BLOTCH OUT!
Try not to Blotch Out! Avoid the “Color Blotch” Spectracubes. Sound easy? Not so fast…You’ll learn a lot about chance in this game!
RUMMY ROLL
Quick eyes and fast rolls get you winning—as you place your Spectracubes into Rummy straights and sets!
SPECTRA-SLAM!
Roll the Spectra-Slam cubes to win. This game gets more intense as players approac ...

 Top That!
by BLUE ORANGE GAMES

ISBN: 803979039008
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 2016-06-01
Pages: 
Price: $29.00

Put on your hat, break out your props, and hide your rabbits in this magical match up! When the challenge card is flipped over, players race to stack their
objects in 1 single pile following 3 simple rules: objects printed in color must be visible on the stack, objects printed in grey must be hidden INSIDE objects
on the stack, and objects surrounded by stars must be kept empty. Do you have what it takes to master your magic in this grand stack ‘em up finale?
Ages: 6 and up
Players: 2-4
Play Time: 10 minutes
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